
Gentle force and precision

HAUTAU ATRIUM

comfort close and HS gear damper: 
the smoothest sash retraction system of all times
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HAUTAU ATRIUM 

comfort close

If you are looking for a gentle, precise solution, the HAUTAU ATRI-
UM comfort close system is the champion among automatic window 
locking systems, offering reliability and convenience.

All it requires is a gentle push for precise, airtight closure even with 
heavy lift and slide or slide-only systems. At a hand width away from 
the closing edge, the sash brakes gently and is automatically drawn 
into the closed position safely, securely, easily and comfortably.

The HAUTAU ATRIUM comfort close system can be fitted into almost 
any lift and slide or slide-only systems irrespective of the frame mate-
rial. Thanks to the system's slim design. A surface-mounted version 
ensures the system can also be retrofit at a later date.

Manufacturers and developers benefit from this added value. 
HAUTAU high tech defines leading standards and is synonymous 
with a long-lasting quality service life and features which enthral.

HAUTAU ATRIUM
HS® gear damper

Surprisingly original: 
details which please...

HAUTAU ATRIUM HS® is a product line 
with pioneering technical innovations for lift 
and slide systems. The HAUTAU HS® gear 
damper is a newly developed product and 
international highlight of this range. It reg-
ulates handle operation, so that the han-
dle smoothly slides precisely back into its 
locked position in a controlled way almost 
of its own accord.

You know when it’s HAUTAU.

HAUTAU ATRIUM 

HS® gear damper 

HAUTAU ATRIUM 

comfort close
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Made in Germany 

Based on experience, creativity and up-
to-date expertise, HAUTAU's engineer-
ing skills set benchmarks worldwide and 
define technical standards for perfection 
in fitting systems and building automa-
tion for windows and façades.

German-made also means that man-
ufacturers, customers and partners all 
benefit from a single perfect service. You 
can count on expertise, friendly custom-
er care and hassle-free handling of all 
matters which you ask us to deal with.

HAUTAU GmbH
Postfach 1151
31689 Helpsen 
Germany

Tel. +49 5724 39 30
Fax +49 5724 393 125
Info@HAUTAU.de

You know when it’s HAUTAU.


